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Welcome to our Analyst Report and Newsletter
Expressing my appreciation
I want to start by saying thank you to all of the celebrities, heads of state, wealthy individuals,
CEOs of major corporations, kings and queens, princes and princesses, potentates, hiring
managers, and bank officials who have placed their trust in me with regard to their personal
financial wealth and the need to transfer it to or from the US in order to protect it from the
people have taken over their country, company, lives, or what have you. Your placement of
trust in my integrity and honesty as well as my ability to hold close the confidential information
you have provided, and to not tell the FBI, and to move vast sums of money around the world
through my personal accounts is greatly appreciated. And I hope I can justify that trust.
I know how personal this is to you in your time of need
We are all suffering from COVID-19, the stress it places upon us all, the loss of family
members, and of course it hits the royals more than the rest of us because of their critical role
in keeping the traditions and hopes of their countries, which they and their families have held
true to even through revolutions, war, and famine. Just as the Ebola crisis and the financial
crisis hit them hard before and affected so many of the rest of us as well, the present crisis
demands immediate action to save lives and fortunes.
My relatives’ last will and testament are indeed important to me
I cannot thank you enough for letting me know about the many relatives that I have and that I
never knew existed before, and who have left me some of the remains of their vast fortunes
after their untimely deaths. My depth of feelings for them only came to be realized by me after
you told me of how generous and thoughtful they were in their last hours as they clinged to
life to identify me as one of the few they could entrust with the rewards of their life’s work. I
only wish I could have known them when they were still alive and vigorous.
My heart explodes with joy hearing from you
I cannot understate the extent to which it fills my heart to know that there are people like you
out there, thinking of me and my interests, and without fear or trepidation, going that extra
mile to help me do better in my life. And I am ashamed that I have failed to mention until now
all of the others you must also be helping through your generous nature. You deserve some
sort of award for your efforts to help the world.
I have decided to will my remaining assets to you as appreciation
My family, as good as they are to me and for me, will be overjoyed to hear that I have chosen
to donate all that I have remaining in this world to you who have done so much for so many.
Conclusions
In order to make certain that you get your just rewards from your lives of helping others and
assure that my life’s work can help to sustain yours, I will need to know how to get my money
to you and make certain it doesn’t fall into the wrong hands. Send me your name and address
so I can can have a courier hand deliver your rewards to you. My thoughts are with you. FC
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